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Abstract. High speed submarines and in particular torpedoes need new propulsion systems which allow 

the submarine to reach high speeds by cheaper and more efficient methods. Author offers a new 

propulsion system using electrons for acceleration of the water and having a high efficiency. As this 

system does not use a water propeller, it does not have the cavitation limitations of conventional water 

propeller systems.  Offered engine can produce a thrust from a zero speed up to high speed. It can work in 

any liquid planet atmosphere. The system can use apparatus surface for thrust and braking. For energy the 

system uses high voltage electricity which is not a problem if you have an appropriate electrostatic 

generator connected with any suitable engine.  

------------------------------------------------------- 
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1. INTRODUCTION         
  Currently, propeller propulsion systems are widely used in submarines. Although they are good for slow 

speeds (<90 km/h), they are worse for middle speed (> 100 km/h) and has tremendous difficulties in 

achieving very high speed (> 150 km/h). The current designs of super speed hydro propulsion are limited 

by cavitations, noise and damage of propeller material.  

   A jet engine is a reaction engine that discharges a fast moving jet which generates thrust by jet 

propulsion in accordance with Newton's laws of motion. They are widely used in aviation, but not a 

known method in submarines.   

 

2. INNOVATIONS 
   One simple version of the offered electronic ramjet hydro propulsion (WABP) is shown in fig.1. Engine 

contains the tube. The ejectors of electrons 2 are installed in the entrance of the tube. The collector of 

electrons (grille) 3 is installed in the end of tube. The electric circle having the battery (or electric DC 

generator) 4 and regulator of voltage 7 connects the ejectors and grille.   

  The engine works the following way. The ejectors eject the electrons into the tube. The strong electric 

field between injectors and grill moves them to grill. Electrons push (accelerate) the air to tube exit. When 

the electrons reach the grill, they enter the grill and close the electric circuit. The accelerated water (water 

jet) with high speed flows out from engine and creates the thrust. In a correctly designed engine this thrust 

may be enough for moving the craft.   

            
Fig.1. Electron ramjet engine (WABP). a – side view, b – forward view. Notations: 1 – engine; 2 – 
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injectors of electrons; 3 – collector of electrons; 4 – electric issue; 5 – enter water; 6 – exit water jet; 7 – 

regulator of an electric voltage (electron regulator); 8 – cover of collector.  

   The proposed idea of a propulsion engine has many variations. One of them is shown in fig. 2a. That is 

a conventional submarine (torpedo) body or wing (in fig. 2a it is shown the gross section of the wing). 

The electron injectors are installed in the beginning of the body (wing) surface. The collectors are 

installed in the end of the body/wing. The electrons accelerate the water around the apparatus and the 

electric forces produce the thrust.     

 

        
Fig.2. Outer Electron ramjet propulsion (WABP). a – side view of the body or a gross-section of wing, b 

– surface electron engine. Notations: 1 – fuselage or wing; 2 – injector of electrons; 3 – collector of 

electrons; 4 – electric issue; 5 – enter water; 6 – exit water jet; 7 – electric (electron) regulator; 9 –surface 

(isolator) of apparatus; 10 – electric plate.  

   One possible electric schema of the proposed engine, shown in fig. 3, has additional closed loop electric 

circles which allow extracting the electrons from main electric circle and collecting electrons from water 

flow to back into main circle.  

 
Fig.3. The electrical circuit of one version WABP engine. Notations are same with figs. 1 – 2. a is side 

view, b is forward view. 

  Advantages of the proposed electron propulsion system in comparison with the conventional 

propeller propulsion systems. 

 The suggested new propulsion principle has the following advantages in comparison with 

conventional propeller propulsion systems used at present time. 

    Advantages:  

1. All current water propeller propulsion has low propeller efficiency (about 30% or low for high speed).  

   The electronic propulsion engine (WABP) has the electric efficiency about 100% which makes it 3  

   more times efficient. 
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2. The electron engine does not have the cavitations and can work at any speed. That means it may  

    be used as an engine of super speed ships. 

3. The electronic engine is very simple and cheap.  

4. The outer water ship surface may be used as engine. The ship need not have nacelles (propeller- 

    gondolas). That means a high aerodynamic efficiency of sea apparatus. 

5. The outer surface of the electronic engine (fig.2b) may be used for creating the laminar boundary layer.  

    That means low (minimal) water friction and very high aerodynamic efficiency of sea apparatus.  

3. THEORY OF ELECTRON PROPULSION (WABP). COMPUTATION AND 
    ESTIMATION. 
1.  Thrust of WABP. The thrust of the jet electron engine is (we use the Law of Impulse): 
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   where T is thrust, N; m is  water mass passed through engine in one second, kg/s; Vf is an exit speed of 

water (medium), m/s; V is an entry speed of water (medium),  (the speed of the apparatus), m/s; ΔV is 

increasing of water (medium) speed into engine, m/s; ρ is water (medium) density, kg/m
3
; S is ender area 

of engine, m
2
; Ts is specific thrust of engine, N/m

2
. 

   The energy At [J] obtained by sea apparatus from thrust is 

                                                                              At = TVt ,    (2) 

where t is time, sec. 

  On other hand, energy Ae  [J] obtained from electric current is  

                                                                             Ae = UIt ,    (3) 

where U is voltage between entrance and exit of engine, V; I is electric current, A.  

  The heat efficiency of the WABP is close to 1, because there is no heating of water into engine 

(increasing the speed of all water mass is in one direction by electric field). 

 That way  

                                                                                At ≈ Ae .     (4) 

From (1) – (4) and Is = I/S we get (V ≠ 0) 
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where Is is density of electric currency about apparatus, A/m
2
, ΔV is increasing  water (medium) speed 

into engine, m/s. 

  Example  1.  Let us take the U = 10
3
 V, Is = 10

3
 A/m

2
, ship speed V = 50 m/s, ρ = 10

3
 kg/m

3
.  

Then Ts = 4×10
4
 N/m

2
 = 4 tons/m

2
, ΔV = 0.8 m/s. 

  The same way we can get the required power and getting thrust when the ship speed equals zero: 

                   Ps = 0.5m ΔV
2
,  m = ρΔV ,   Ts =Ps/ΔV ,  Ps = 0.5ρΔV

3
 ,   Ts = 0.5 ρΔV

2
   , (6) 

  where Ps is electric power for 1 m
2
, W/m

2
; ΔV is increasing  water speed into engine, m/s; 

  m is  water exemption mass passed through engine in one second, kg/s;

   Example   2.  Let us take the start power Ps = 10
5
 W/m

2
. Than the exit speed ΔV = 2.71 m/s, the start 

thrust is Ts = 3.69·10
4
 N/m

2
 = 3.69 tons/m

2
. 

2. Efficiency of Electron WABP engine. 

  Efficiency η of any jet propulsion is production of two values: propulsion efficiency ηp  and engine 

(propeller) efficiency ηe : 

                                      η = ηpηe ,    where   ηp  = V/(V + 0.5 ΔV) .   (7) 
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    The propulsion efficiency for propeller and electronic propulsion are same. They depend only on ΔV . 

But water efficiency of the water propeller is low, about 30 ÷ 40%. In the cavitation regime the propeller 

efficiency is significantly lower. For high speed over  V> 50 m/s the conventional water propeller loses 

efficiency very quickly. The offered electronic jet engine accelerates water (liquid) by electricity. It has 

efficiency close to 100% as the only loss of energy is the extraction of the electrons from cathode and 

ionizations of water molecules. This energy is about some (about 0) electron-volts (eV). The energy spent 

for acceleration of the water molecules by electrons/ions is hundreds of  eV.  That means the total 

efficiency of WABP is 3 times more than conventional air jet propulsion. 

  The second very important point: efficiency of WABP does not depend upon speed of apparatus. 

  The other advantages: we can make a very large entrance area of engine, we can use the fuselage and 

wings, stabilizer and keel of ship as engine. 

3. Electron speed. The electron speed about the water, wind, gas (air) jet may be computed by equation: 

                                                       js = en-b-E + eD-(dn-/dx) ,      (8)  

  where  js is density of electric currency of  jet, A/m
2
; e = 1.6×10

-19
 C is charge of single electron, C; n-  is 

density of injected electrons (negative charges) in 1 m
3
; b - is charge mobility of negative charges, m

2
/sV; 

E is electric intensity, V/m; D- is diffusion coefficient of charges; dn-/dx is gradient of charges. For our 

estimation we put dn-/dx = 0. In this case 

                                               js = en-b-E ,   Q1 =   en ,  v =  bE ,   js = Q1v ,   (9) 

 where Q1 is density of the negative charge in 1 m
3
; v is speed of the negative charges about  stream, m/s.  

 One liter of sea water has 35 grams of calt NaCl. The Cl (Chlorine) is 1.9% , the Na (Sodium) is 1.05% 

of water mass . The salt (saline) dissociates in ions Na
+
, Cl

-
 into water. Concentration of ions:  Cl

- 
 is 

0.546 mol/kg, Na
+ 

is 0.469 mol/kg. 

   The charge mobility is:  

                                 Cl
- 
 is 0.667×10

-7
 m

2
/sV,   Na

+ 
is 0.450 ×10

-7
 m

2
/sV.                       (10) 

   As you see the mobility of ions in water is very small. The applied  voltage in water  is also small. That 

means the ion speed is small in comparison with water speed. In many case we can put v = 0. 

   If v >  0, the electrons accelerate the water (E > 0 and installation expends energy, works as engine). If v  

< 0, the electrons brake the water (E < 0 and in the correct installation can produce energy, works as 

electric generator). If v = 0 (electron speed about installation equals water speed V), the electric resistance 

is zero. 

4. Resistance of water. Salt water conducts electric current. This means that part of current will flow 

back to cathode.  The specific electric resistance of water is significantly contingent upon salinity of 

water. When we have the plates (nets) with both sides (cathode and anode), the specific electric resistance 

are: 

   1. Distilled water  R ≈ 10
6
 Ωm . 

   2. Fresh water  R = 40 ÷ 200 Ωm (depends from water salinity).    (11) 

   3. Sea water  R ≈ 0.2 Ωm . 

  In our case in one side we have the electron injector (cathode) which has conventionally a small area. In 

this case the specific electric resistance is: 

                                                              Ro = R/ 4π a   ,               (12) 
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where a  is radius of needle (or cathode), m; this radius conventionally is very small (mm). That means 

the Ro has an electric resistance of hundreds Ohms. Their influence in the installation efficiency is 

insignificant. 

  4. The efficiency of installation from back electric current may be estimated by equation: 

                                                          η ≈ 1/(1+ Ru/Ro)  ,     (13) 

where Ru is an useful electric resistance. Ratio Ru/Ro   conventionally is small and η is closed to 1. 

 

 4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION.    
 

  The author proposes a fundamentally unique propulsion system (engine) using the outer medium (water, 

liquid) and electric energy. It is not comparable to conventional propeller propulsion which uses the 

mechanical engine for rotation of propeller. 

   The offered WABP engine is accelerating the water (medium) by a principally new method – by electric 

field. Its advantages: 

1. All current water propeller propulsion have low propeller efficiency (about 30% or low for high speed).  

   The electronic propulsion engine (WABP) has electric efficiency about 100% which makes it 3  

   more times efficient. 

2. The electron engine does not have cavitations and thus can work at any speed. This means that it may  

    be used as an engine of super speed ships. 

3. The electronic engine is very simple and cheap.  

4. The outer water ship surface may be used as engine. The ship need not have nacelles (propeller- 

    gondolas). That means high aerodynamic efficiency of the sea apparatus. 

5. The outer surface electronic engine (fig.2b) may be used for creating the laminar boundary layer.  

    That means low (minimal) water friction and very high aerodynamic efficiency of sea apparatus.  

  This engine is also dissimilar to a known propeller or rocket engines (underwater rocket used by super 

speed torpedo). The rocket engine takes an extracted mass from itself. The WABP does not take the 

extracted mass, can work only in water and works better if the atmosphere has a high density. 

  The main disadvantage of the offered engine is the requirement of electricity. For obtaining electricity 

the conventional internal turbo engine connected with electro-DC generator may be used.  

   The research papers relating to this topic are presented in [1]-[20]. 
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